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Abstract

A stronger version of an anomaly matching theorem (AMT) is proven that allows to anticipate the matching of contin
well as discrete global anomalies. The AMT shows a connection between anomaly matching and the geometry of the
of SYM theories. Discrete symmetries are shown to be broken at the origin of the moduli space in Seiberg–Witten the
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Global symmetries play an important role in t
study of supersymmetric gauge theories. In parti
lar, ’t Hooft condition [1] that the massless fermio
in the low energy theory have the same continu
global symmetry anomalies as the fundamental fie
is so restrictive, that gives us a strong confidence o
proposed low energy spectrum if this test is pass
Analogous conditions for discrete symmetries w
given in [2] and references therein. Anomaly matc
ing can be used to set necessary conditions to deci
the classical moduli spaceMc of a SYM theory cor-
rectly describes the set of vacua and their low ene
massless spectrum in the quantum regime. Com
ing anomalies at a point ofMc, however, is a difficult
task that implies finding the basic invariants and th
constraints, linearizing constraints at the desired po
and decomposing the resulting tangent space into
ducible representations of the flavor group. Theorem
and II in [3] allow to anticipate the outcome of this te
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after a simple inspection of a sample of points in
elementary field space that are D-flat and comple
break the gauge group.1 In this Letter we prove a
stronger anomaly matching theorem (AMT) improv
to: (i) anticipate the matching ofdiscreteanomalies as
well as continuous ones, (ii) allow non-D-flat poin
in the sample set of elementary fields, (iii) allow fie
configuration that do not break the gauge group co
pletely. Condition (ii) is very useful when dealing wi
theories with unconstrained basic invariants, beca
the matching of the anomalies of the full global sy
metry group can be checked by looking at a sin
point, a suitable non-zero elementary field configu
tion above the origin of moduli space. A point like th
is necessarily non-D-flat. Condition (iii) is useful
understand why anomalies match in theories suc
SO(N) with N − 4 vectors.

1 A complexified gauge orbit is closed, as required in Theore
in [3], if and only if is the orbit of a D-flat point.
.
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Throughout the Letter we use the following term
nology and notation:φ ∈ Cn = {φ} denotes a space
time constant configuration of the elementary ma
chiral fields.G is the gauge group,ρ its representa
tion on{φ}, ρ =⊕k

i=1Fiρi its decomposition into ir-
reducible representations. The classical flavor grou
F̂ = SU(F1)×· · ·×SU(Fk)×U(1)R ×U(1)k, anom-
alies break theU(1)k piece down toU(1)k−1 × Zµ,
µ = ∑

i Fiµi the (properly normalized [2]) Dynkin
index of ρ. The resulting quantum flavor group
called F , all the elementary fields have charge o
underZµ. φ̂α(φ), α = 1, . . . , s is a basic set of ho
mogeneous, holomorphicG invariant polynomials on
C
n, which, being holomorphic, are also invariant u

der the action of the complexified gauge groupGc.
The level setsφ̂(φ) = φ̂o of the mapφ̂ :Cn → Cs

are calledfibers, the fiber throughφ being Fφ =
φ̂−1(φ̂(φ)). Due to theGc invariance of the map
φ̂ :Cn → Cs , fibers contain completeGc orbits. There
is precisely oneG orbit of D-flat points in every
fiber [4], then, for theories with zero superpotent
the classical moduli spaceMc ≡ {D-flat points}/G=
φ̂(Cn) ⊆ Cs . A particularly important fiber we will
be dealing with is the one throughφ = 0, F0 = {φ ∈
C
n | φ̂(φ) = 0}, called thenull cone. TheG orbit of

D-flat points in the null cone is{0}. If the basic in-
variants φ̂α(φ),α = 1, . . . , s are algebraically inde
pendent thenMc = φ̂(Cn) = Cs . If they are con-
strained by polynomial relationspr(φ̂(φ)) ≡ 0, then
Mc = φ̂(Cn) = {φ̂ ∈ Cs | pr(φ̂) = 0}. The tangent
space ofMc at φ̂, denotedT

φ̂
Mc, is the linear se

of allowedδφ̂’s obtained by linearizing at̂φ the con-
straintspr(φ̂) = 0. The differential atφ of φ̂ :Cn →
Mc, denotedφ̂′

φ , is a linear map from the tange

spaceTφCn � Cn into the tangent space atφ̂(φ) of
the moduli space:φ̂′

φ :Cn → T
φ̂(φ)

Mc, φ̂′
φ : δφi →

δφ̂α = (∂φ̂α/∂φj )δφj . ’t Hooft’s condition states tha
the global and gravitational anomalies of the unb
ken symmetries at a given vacuum, computed in
space of massless elementary fermions (or UV, for
traviolet, as in [3,5]) should match the correspond
anomalies in the low energy theory (or IR, for infrar
sector), i.e., given any three global symmetry unb
ken generators

(1)trIR hA{hB,hC} = trUV hA{hB,hC},
(2)trIR hi = trUV hi , i =A,B,C.
Discrete symmetries classify into two types, a
only type I anomalies are required to match [
Type I anomalies areSU2

Zµ, which should only
match modµ, and the gravitationalZµ, which has to
match modµ/2 [2]. The UV space on the rhs of (1
and (2) is the complex vector space{φ} of elementary
chiral matter fields, plus the gaugino space Lie(Gc)

(which only contributes in the case ofR symmetries).
We are interested in checking ifMc gives a correc
IR description, i.e., if IR= T

φ̂
Mc (plus leftover

gauginos if the theory is in a Coulomb phase) pas
’t Hooft test. This has implications for theories wi
quantum modified moduli spaces [3,5]. Theorem
and II in [3] allow us to anticipate (without eve
finding the invariants to constructMc) the matching
of continuous global anomalies at̂φo if there is a
D-flat pointφ that completely breaksG and satisfies
φ̂(φ) = φ̂o. Since there is no such a D-flat point ov
the originφ̂o = 0 ofMc, to explain anomaly matchin
at the origin of, e.g., theories with an affine mod
space (AMS) [6] or s-confining theories [7], a setφj
of D-flat points that completely breakG is used, such
that anomaly matching for the unbroken symme
groupsF

φ̂(φj )
imply matching forF at the origin

[3,5]. The results in [3,5] were used to prove anom
matching at every point ofMc for s-confining theories
and theories with a quantum modified moduli spa
and also to show that anomaly matching in d
theories is a consequence of the similarities in th
chiral rings [8]. They do not allow, however, to te
discrete anomaly matching and see if it is a tr
independent test. The anomaly matching theo
(AMT) below overcomes this difficulty, and can als
be applied at pointsφ that maximally breakG, even
if G is not completely broken, and most importa
even if φ is not D-flat. As an example,φ could be
a point in the null-cone (i.e.,̂φ(φ) = 0), whereF
is unbroken, and be used to anticipate full anom
matching in AMS theories, or Seiberg–Witten (SW
theories [9]. As we will see, computations do n
simplify when testing discrete anomalies, or wh
the gauge group is not completely broken. Howev
interesting relations arise between the geometry of
null-cone and anomaly matching at the origin ofMc.

Anomaly matching theorem (compare to Theo
rems I and II in Ref. [3]).Assume thatG is semi-
simple,Gcφo has maximal dimension and̂φ(φo) is a
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smooth point ofMc. Let hA,hB andhC be any three
generators of the unbroken global symmetry subgr
at φ̂(φo), with the firstk of them(k = 0,1,2,3) equal
to h = I, the generator of the anomalousU(1)⊃ Zµ.

There are generatorsgA,gB andgC of Gc such that
(hi +gi )φo = 0 for i =A,B,C. Furthermore, the UV–
T
φ̂(φo)

Mc gravitational anomaly mismatch is

trUV hi = tr(T
φ̂(φo)

Mc) hi − trLie(Gc
φo )

Adgi

and the flavor anomaly mismatch is

trUV hA{hB,hC}
= tr(T

φ̂(φo)
Mc) hA{hB,hC}

− trLie(Gc
φo )

AdgA{AdgB ,AdgC }
(3)− k tr{φ}{gB,gC},

where Adgi must be replaced with Adgi − rgI if hi is
anR symmetry (rg is the gauginoU(1)R charge2).

Before proving the theorem we will show som
applications.

Theories with D-flat points that breakG com-
pletely. This is the case studied in [3,5]. Ifφo is D-flat
and breaksG completely then also breaksGc com-
pletely [10]. Furthermore,̂φ(φo) is in the principal
stratum ofMc, and so is smooth [4]. The AMT Eq. (3
can then be applied atφo. Since Lie(Gc

φo) is triv-
ial, according to the AMT continuous anomalies w
match between the UV andT

φ̂(φo)
Mc. This argumen

holds foreverypoint φ̂ in the principal stratum of the
ories where the gauge group can be completely
ken, among which are all SYM theories with matter
gauge representations with Dynkin index greater t
the index of the adjoint [11]. These facts can be u
to simplify the proofs in [3,5] that anomalies match
every point of the moduli space for s-confining th
ories and theories with a quantum modified mod
space; and also the proof in [8] that matching in d
theories is a consequence of the similarities of the
ral rings of the duals, rather than an independent d
ity test.

2 Usually set equal to one, it may be assigned a different valu
avoid non integerU(1)R charges. This is relevant when computi
mixed discrete—U(1)R anomalies.
Theories with unconstrained basic invariants. We
show some applications of the AMT that require t
stronger version given above. Instead of looking
φ̂ in the principal stratum, we explore the oppos
situation: φ̂ = 0. We would like to understand wh
anomalies match at the origin̂φ = 0 of the moduli
space of theories such as the AMS theories in [6]
the Seiberg–Witten theories [9]. These are example
theories with unconstrained basic invariants, for wh
Mc is a vector space, and̂φ = 0 a smooth point. The
AMT can be applied at̂φ = 0 if there is a pointφo in
the null-cone that maximally breaksGc, i.e.,

(4)φ̂(φo)= 0, dimGcφo = d (maximal).

If such a point exists, the anomaly mismatch betw
the basic invariants and the UV is given by Eq. (
In particular, ifd = dG ≡ dimG all continuous anom
alies must match.

Eight out of the eleven AMS theories in Table I
[6] have matter content in irreducible representati
of the gauge group. Irreducible representations of s
ple gauge groups with unconstrained basic invaria
share the rare property that all of their fibers have
same dimension and contain a finite number ofGc or-
bits [13]. Thus, the dimension of a fiberf equals the
maximum dimension of aGc orbit in it, saydf , and,
since all fibers have the same dimension, it mus
df = d for all f , in particular, for the null cone. W
conclude that Eq. (4) has a solution. Besides be
irreducible, the gauge representations in Theories
through T11 of Table I in [6] have Dynkin indexµ
greater than the adjoint indexµadj, then dimGcφo =
dG for φo satisfying (4). Applying the AMT atφo con-
tinuous anomaly matching at the origin follows. T
existence of a maximal dimensionGc orbit in the null
cone implies continuous anomaly matching! Why
continuous anomalies match for the other AMS t
ories? According to the AMT, because the restric
Adg representation of (3) is anomaly free. As an
ample consider the theory withG = SO(2n+ k) andn
vectors, collected in a(2n+ k)× n matrixφ. The fla-
vor group isSU(n)×U(1)R ×Z2n, the scalar piece o
φ transforms as(�, (2− n− k)/n,1). The point

(5)φ0 =
 In×n

iIn×n

0k×n
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Fig. 1. Weight diagram of the adjoint (a) and symmetric (b) ofSO(5,C) showing the convex hull spanned byε1, ε1 ± ε2,2ε1, ε2 and 2ε2.
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satisfies Eq. (4). The Lie algebra of the unbrok
gauge group atφo is spanned by matrices of the form

(6)

(
A iA B

iA −A iB

−BT −iBT A′

)
with A an antisymmetricn × n block andA′ an
antisymmetrick × k block. Givenh in Lie(SU(n)),
h = s + ia (s real symmetric,a real antisymmetric), a
gh satisfying(gh + h)φo = 0, (predicted by the AMT)
can be chosen as

(7)gh = −
(
ia −is 0
is ia 0
0 0 0

)
.

Similarly,gr = −rg andgZ = −g, wherer = (2−n−
k)/n is ther-charge of the scalar fields and

(8)g =
( 0n×n −iIn×n 0n×k

iIn×n 0n×n 0n×k

0k×n 0k×n 0k×k

)
.

Under theSU(n) × U(1)R × Z2n Ad representation
(Ad−1 for theU(1)R generator) that enters Eq. (3
A is a( ,−1+ 2(n+ k− 2)/n,−2),B a (k�,−1+
(n + k − 2)/n,−1) andA′ a (1,−1,0). This repre-
sentation happens to be anomaly free precisely w
k = 4−n, i.e., when the number of vectors is four le
than the number of colors, as expected. This is w
global anomalies match in this case. Back to theo
with d = dG, we may ask what the AMT tells us abo
discretesymmetries. To test the matching of discre
anomalies we need to explicitlyfind φo and gZ , as
done above (Eqs. (5) and (8)), it is no longer suffici
to know that such aφo exists. Although this makes th
AMT computationally useless (it is certainly easier
go through the usual steps to verify anomaly mat
ing), an interesting geometrical picture arises. So
ing Eq. (4) for theories with invariants of high degr
is a very difficult problem, we would like to sho
a way around it. A recipe to find points in the nu
cone is given in [13]: fix a Cartan algebra, obtain
weight decompositionφ = ∑

λ φλ,φλ �= 0, and con-
struct the convex hull spanned by the weightsλ. If
the hull does not contain the origin thenφ is in the
null cone. Now add the requirement thatφ breakGc

completely. This condition is guaranteed if we ma
sure that under no root translation will all theλ’s in
the weight decomposition ofφ “drop off” the weight
diagram, and that two different root translations w
not leave exactly the same weight spaces occup
For example, in the AMS theoryG= SO(5) with mat-
ter in the we readily see from Fig. 1 that poin
containing the weightsε1, ε1 ± ε2,2ε1, ε2 and 2ε2 are
in the null cone (any Weyl rotation of this set wou
equally work). We have made the standard choice
Cartan generators (Ci has a Pauliσ2 matrix in theith
2×2 diagonal block) and weights,ej (Ci )= δij . Since
ε1 − ε2 andε2 are not simultaneously drop off the d
agram under root translations, vectors inVε1−ε2 ⊕ Vε2

completely breakSO(5,C), and so are particular so
lutions of Eq. (4), as the reader may check. Is th
any other property to require fromφo? We may ask
thatgZ(∝ gr) in the AMT belongs to the Cartan su
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algebra. If this is the case, thengZφo = −φo reads
λ(gZ) = −1 for all λ in the weight decompositio
of φo. This defines a hyperplane in weight space,
weights inφo must lie in this hyperplane if we wan
gZ in the Cartan subalgebra. In theSO(5) theory with
a a possible choice isφo ∈ Vε2 ⊕ Vε1−ε2, with
gZ = −(2C1 + C2). Once we have thegi ’s of the
AMT, we may apply Eq. (3). Note that the mismat
of anomalies involvingU(1)R andZµ will be propor-
tional to tr{φ} gZ

2 = (µ/µadj) tradjgZ
2 ∝ 1/D2, D the

distance to the origin of weight space of the hyp
plane containing the weights ofφo. We conclude that
for the theories under consideration: (i) the match
of continuous anomalies is a consequence of the e
tence of an orbitGcφo of maximal dimension in the
null cone, the weights ofφo can be chosen lying on
hyperplane in weight space, and (ii) the distance of
hyperplane to the origin gives the discrete anom
mismatch. This is the anomaly matching—geome
interplay referred to above.

Theories in a Coulomb phase also have a cla
cal moduli space spanned by unconstrained basic
variants. We will concentrate on the SW theories w
one flavor of matter in the adjoint (of a simple gau
groupG). The flavor group isU(1)R × Zµadj, the un-
broken gauge subgroup at a D-flat point that ma
mally breaksG is U(1)r , r the rank ofG. Continuous
symmetry anomalies are known to match between
elementary fields and the unconstrained moduli if
unbroken gauginos in Lie(U(1)r), which transform
non trivially underU(1)R , are added to the modul
The matching ofU(1)R symmetries follows readily
from the AMT, Eq. (3), when applied at a D-flat poi
φo that breaksG to U(1)r . SinceU(1)R acts trivially
on the scalar matter fields, we can choosegh = 0 (h the
generator ofU(1)R), then Adgh

= 0 and (3) precisely
says thatU(1)R anomalies match if the light, unbro
ken Lie(U(1))r gauginos are assigned charge one
added to the moduli. Regarding discrete symmetr
they can be treated exactly as done for theSO(5) the-
ory above. A point satisfying (4) can be explicit
found using elementary Lie algebra facts. It is fou
that type I [2] discrete anomalies only match for t
even rank, simply lacedG :A2n,D2n,E6 andE8. This
implies thatZµ must be broken at the origin of th
other SW theories [2], a fact that is not obvious, sin
the vev’s of all basic invariants are zero. A possi
explanation is that the microscopic fields that span
Cartan subalgebra of the matter fields in the adjoin
get a non-zero vev, showing thatZµ is actually bro-
ken.3 In theSU(N) case, the Cartan subalgebra is
subspace of the diagonal Lie algebra matrices defi
by
∑N

k=1 ak = 0, and the vevs〈ak〉 are given by [9,14]

(9)〈ai〉 =
∮
γi

λSWdx,

where γi are theN branch cuts of the comple
functiony = f (x) defined by [14]

(10)y2 = k(x)≡
(

N∑
α=0

sαx
N−α

)2

−Λ2N,

and the Seiberg–Witten one form is

(11)λSW ∝
(

N∑
α=0

(N − α)sαx
N−α

)
dx

y
.

Here s0 = 1, s1 = 0 and the remainingsα ’s are
the vev’s of basic invariants, related to the stand
invariantsφ̂α = trφα through

rsr +
r∑

α=0

sr−αφ̂
α = 0, r = 1,2,3, . . . .

The 2N zeroes ofk(x) in (10) are of the form
x = gi(s,±Λn), i = 1, . . . ,N , where thegi can be
unambiguously defined if|s| � |λ|, then the cuts
Ci , i = 1, . . . ,N of

y(x)=
∏
i

[√
x − gi

(
s, λn

)√
x − gi

(
s,−λn

) ]
can be chosen withCi the segment fromgi(s, λn) to
gi(s,−λn). For the vacuum at the origin of the modu
space, the roots ofk(x) areωi−1Λ, i = 1, . . . ,N , ω =
eiπ/N , and it is not obvious how theN roots of 1 pair
to theN roots of −1. From the observation in [14
that a rotationΛ2N → e2πitΛ2N, t ∈ [0,1] transforms
a root of k into its pair, we conclude that the cutCi

3 I thank Witold Skiba for suggesting this possibility.
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linksω2i−2Λ to ω2i−1Λ, i = 1, . . . ,N , then

(12)〈ai〉 ∝
ω2i−1Λ∫

ω2i−2Λ

xN√
x2N −Λ2N

dx.

A change of the integration variable toz = ω2x shows
that〈ai+1〉 = ω2〈ai〉, then〈∑n

i=1 ai〉 = 0, as expected
The change of integration variablez= xn in (12)

(13)〈a1〉 ∝
ΛN∫

−ΛN

z1/N
√
z2 −Λ2N

may suggest the〈ai〉 = 0 if N is odd, explaining the
discrete anomaly matching at the origin of the o
N theories. However this is not correct, the bran
of z1/N in (13) is not the one taking real values f
negativez, the integrand is not odd, and the〈ai〉 do
not vanish. We have constructed the correct integr
(reproducing the desired branch cuts) and evalu
numerically the integrals defining〈a1〉 for SU(N) for
the first fewN ’s. We have found that〈a1〉 doesnot
vanish, even for oddN . Repeating this calculation fo
other simple groups, such as the exceptional gro
is much more difficult, due to their complex bran
structure. Our results, however, seem to indicate
anomaly matching at the origin of the even ran
simply laced SW theories, is accidental.

Proof of the AMT. SinceG is semisimple,Gcφo has
maximal dimension and̂φ(φo) is smooth, the differ-
ential φ̂′

φo
: {φ} → T

φ̂(φo)
Mc is onto [12], and (using

dimMc = dim{φ} − dimG) has kernel Lie(Gc)φo ≡
Tφo . If h ∈ Lie(F̂

φ̂(φo)
), then 0= hφ̂(φo) = φ̂′

φo
hφo.

Sincehφo ∈ kerφ̂′
φo

= Tφo , there is agh ∈ Lie(Gc)

such thatgh + h ∈ Lie((Gc × F̂ )φo ). gh is not unique
if Lie (Gc

φo) is non-trivial, and so there is no “sta
flavor representation under which{φ} breaks intoTφo

plus an invariant complement, as in the proof of Th
orem II in [3]. It can easily be checked thatTφo is in-
variant under(Gc × F̂ )φo , but this group may be non
reductive ifφo is not D-flat, and this implies thatTφo

may not have an invariant complement (as an exam
considerφo of Eq. (5)). The way out of this problem
to work with thequotientvector space{φ}/Tφo , where
a (Gc × F̂ )φo action is well defined, and the followin
diagram commutes4

(14)

{φ}/Tφo

[φ̂′
φ ]

[gh]

T
φ̂(φo)

Mc

h

{φ}/Tφo

[φ̂′
φo

]
T
φ̂(φo)

Mc

Now consider the mapt : Lie(Gc) → Tφo given by
t (g)= gφo. This map is onto and has kernel Lie(Gc

φo).
If (g,h) ∈ (Gc × F̂ )φo thenghgφo = ghg(gh)−1φ =
(ggg−1)φo, and alsog Lie(Gc

φo)g
−1 ⊆ Lie(Gc

φo).
We have a situation analogous to that leading to
diagram (14)

(15)

Lie(Gc)/Lie(Gc
φo)

[Adg]

[t ]
Tφo

(g,h)

Lie(Gc)/Lie(Gc
φo)

[t ]
Tφo

Now let hi , i = A,B,C be three non-U(1)R genera-
tors ofF̂

φ̂(φo)
. The differential version of (14) reads

(16)hi |T
φ̂(φo)Mc

= [φ̂′
φo

][[gi + hi ]|{φ}/Tφo

][φ̂′
φo

]−1

and that of (15) is

(17)(gi + hi )|Tφo = [t][Adgi |Lie(Gc)/Lie(Gcφo )
][t]−1.

If O :V → V is a linear operator that leaves t
subspaceW ⊂ V invariant, trV/W [O] = trV O −
trW O . This, together with (16), (17), the facts that a
G representation is traceless forG semisimple, and
that theG action on{φ} is free of anomalies, imply

trT
φ̂(φo)

Mc
hi = tr{φ} hi + trLie(Gc

φo )
Adgi

and

trT
φ̂(φo)

Mc
hA{hB,hC} − tr{φ} hA{hB,hC}

= trLie(Gc
φo )

AdgA{AdgB ,AdgC }
+ tr{φ} gA{gB,hC}

(18)+ tr{φ} gA{hB,gC} + tr{φ} hA{gB,gC}.
The last three terms vanish for non-anomalousF̂ -
generators, and give thek term of (3) whenk of

4 Given an onto linear mapO :V → W with kernelVo , we call
[O] :V/Vo → W the induced isomorphism. IfO :V → V is linear
andVo ⊂ V an invariant subspace,[O] denotes the induced linea
mapV/Vo → V/Vo.
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the hi ’s equal the anomaloush = I that generate
U(1)A ⊃ Zµ. Anomalies involvingh ∈ LieU(1)R
must be computed using the fermionich̃ ≡ h − rgI

charge matrix. We leave it for the reader to che
that calculations go through if we replace Adgi with
Adgi −rgI, use the facts that̃h (instead of h) is
anomaly free, and that UV gets enlarged to{φ} ⊕
LieGc

φo for cubicU(1)R anomalies. The AMT then
follows. ✷
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